CITING IN CSE STYLE

CSE (or, Council of Science Editors) citation style is used in the sciences, such as biology, physics, chemistry, and engineering, but it can also be used for other subjects.

This one-page guide focuses on citing sources in a References list, or bibliography. CSE style also dictates how sources are cited in-text (in the body of a paper). The examples in this handout are from the Diana Hacker online guide, and cover the most commonly cited types of sources – books, articles, and websites. For help with in-text citation and citing other types of sources, visit the Hacker website, or ask a librarian.

BOOKS

After the author(s) and title, give the place of publication, the name of the publisher, and the date of publication.


Article or chapter in an edited volume:

Begin with the name of the author and the title of the article or chapter. Then write “In:” and name the editor or editors, followed by a comma and the word “editor” or “editors.” Place the title of the book and publication information next. End with the page numbers on which the article or chapter appears.


ARTICLE FROM AN ONLINE DATABASE (e.g. Academic Search Premier)

CSE does not provide guidelines for an article accessed through a subscription service, such as InfoTrac or EBSCOhost. The guidelines are based on CSE’s models for an article in an online periodical, and for a complete database.

Begin with information about the online article, follow with the name of the database, the place of publication, the publisher, and the date of publication or the copyright date. End with the phrase “Available from:” followed by the URL for the database. Include an article or document number, if the database assigns one, after the URL.

ARTICLE FROM A PRINT JOURNAL


ARTICLE FROM A PRINT NEWSPAPER


WEBSITE, OR DOCUMENT FROM A WEBSITE

Websites often do not have the same information as other sources – some have authors for specific articles or pages, others may not. Some have dates on pages or entries, others may only have a copyright date for the whole site. If you’re not sure how to cite a website, ask a librarian for help.

Main page of a website:


Page within a website:

Cleveland Clinic. The Cleveland Clinic Health Information Center [Internet]. Cleveland (OH): The Clinic; c2006. Smoking cessation; 2009 [cited 2010 Feb 8]; [about 3 screens]. Available from: http://www.clevelandclinic.org/services/smoking_cessation/hic_quitting_smoking.aspx

Questions? Ask a Librarian! reference@fitchburgstate.edu · 978-665-3223 · IM: librariansfsu